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INTRODUCTION 

In September 2015, the U.S. Bureau of Land Management (“BLM”) and the U.S. Forest 

Service (“Forest Service”) (collectively, “Agencies”) approved multiple land use plan 

amendments and revisions (“Plan Amendments”) covering lands across ten western states that 

are designed to protect the Greater Sage-Grouse (“Sage-Grouse”) and its habitat.1  During this 

process, the Agencies worked closely with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”), state and 

county governments, state wildlife agencies, and industry and environmental interests.  The 

Agencies used a landscape-level approach to analyze threats to Sage-Grouse across its range and 

develop management strategies to ameliorate the threats to the Sage-Grouse while, at the same 

time, allowing appropriate uses of federal land.  While the Plan Amendments were coordinated 

at a national level, they were divided into two regions and 15 sub-regions and were tailored to 

the particular circumstances of those sub-regions.  As a result of the Agencies’ efforts and 

because of the protections in the Plan Amendments, the FWS subsequently issued a decision that 

the listing of the Sage-Grouse was not warranted under the Endangered Species Act (“ESA”).  

See 80 Fed. Reg. 59,858 (Oct. 2, 2015).2 

Soon after the Plan Amendments were issued, a group of Nevada counties, the State of 

Nevada, and other Nevada-based entities filed suit in Nevada challenging the Agencies’ Plan 

Amendments for the Nevada and Northeastern California Sub-Region.  See Western Exploration, 

LLC v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, No. 15-cv-491 (D. Nev.) (filed Sept. 23, 2015).  That suit was 

followed by a case filed in the District of Columbia challenging the Plan Amendments for the 

                                                 
1 For convenience, the plan amendments and revisions are collectively referred to as “Sage-
Grouse Plan Amendments” or “Plan Amendments.”  The Plan Amendments were divided, for 
purposes of the planning process, into two regions, e.g., the Great Basin Region; and fifteen sub-
regions, e.g., the Idaho and Southwest Montana sub-region. 
2 Defendants’ counsel has consulted with counsel for the Plaintiff, and Plaintiff will oppose the 
motion.   
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Idaho and Southwestern Montana sub-region, Otter v. Jewell, No. 1:15-cv-1566 (D.D.C.) (filed 

Sept. 25, 2015), two cases filed in Wyoming challenging the Plan Amendments in Wyoming, 

Wyoming Stock Growers Ass’n v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, No. 2:15-cv-181 (D. Wyo.) (filed 

Oct. 14, 2015) and Wyoming Coal. of Local Govs. v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, No. 2:16-cv-41 (D. 

Wyo.) (filed Mar. 1, 2016), and a case filed in Utah challenging the Plan Amendments for the 

Utah sub-region, Herbert v. Jewell, No. 2:16-cv-101 (D. Utah) (filed Feb. 4, 2016).  In addition, 

three suits challenging Plan Amendments for multiple sub-regions have been brought in three 

separate courts:  Western Watersheds Project v. Schneider, No. 16-cv-83 (D. Idaho) (filed Feb. 

25, 2016) (“WWP”); American Exploration & Mining Association v. U.S. Department of the 

Interior, No. 16-cv-737 (D.D.C.) (filed Apr. 19, 2016) (“AEMA”); and Western Energy Alliance 

v. U.S. Department of the Interior, No. 16-cv-112 (D.N.D.) (filed May 12, 2016) (“WEA”).  See 

Ex. 1. 3 

As a result of these lawsuits, several of the Agencies’ Plan Amendments are being 

challenged simultaneously in multiple courts.  The Plan Amendments for the Nevada and 

Northeastern California sub-region, for example, are being challenged in U.S. District Courts in 

Nevada, Idaho, the District of Columbia, and North Dakota.  Moreover, there is substantial 

overlap in the claims brought in these cases, which focus on alleged violations of the National 

Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), Federal Land Policy and Management Act (“FLPMA”), 

and National Forest Management Act (“NFMA”).  Although the suit brought by the Western 

Watersheds Project is the only case initiated by an environmental group,4 the claims in the case 

                                                 
3 A list of the cases and the Plan Amendments challenged in each case is attached as Ex. 1. 
4 Several environmental groups have intervened in other cases to defend the Sage-Grouse Plan 
Amendments.  See, e.g., Cross-Mot. for Summ. J. filed by Intervenors Earthworks, National 
Audubon Society, National Wildlife Federation, and The Wilderness Society, Otter v. Jewell, 
No. 1:15-cv-01566 (D.D.C.) (ECF No. 53).   
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are brought under the same statutes and address many of the same issues as the other cases, e.g., 

whether the Agencies’ analysis of environmental impacts was sufficient to comply with NEPA, 

whether the Agencies’ Plan Amendments are within the Agencies’ discretion under FLPMA and 

NFMA, and whether the Plan Amendments are consistent with the scientific literature regarding 

Sage-Grouse.  Thus, several challenges to the same Plan Amendments with substantially 

overlapping factual and legal theories are now pending in different courts.    

To avoid the potential for inconsistent judgments by multiple district courts, as well as 

the inefficiency of having multiple courts review the same administrative record and render 

judgments regarding the same agency action, Defendants seek to sever and transfer the plaintiffs’ 

challenges in each of the three cases that challenge Plan Amendments in multiple sub-regions:  

the WWP case, the AEMA case, and the WEA case, as set forth in Exhibit 5.  Defendants are 

doing so through the contemporaneous filing of motions in each case according to two basic 

principles:  (1) where the Plan Amendments for a particular sub-region are subject to multiple 

challenges specific to that sub-region, all challenges to same Plan Amendments would be 

severed and transferred to a single district where such a challenge is already being heard; and (2) 

where no challenge specific to a particular sub-region has been filed, all challenges to the Plan 

Amendments for that sub-region would be transferred to the District of Columbia, which is an 

appropriate venue for all such challenges and where two Sage-Grouse cases are already pending.  

Thus, all challenges to the Plan Amendments for the Nevada and Northeastern California, Utah, 

Wyoming,5 North Dakota, and Idaho and Southwestern Montana sub-regions would be 

transferred to the Districts of Nevada, Utah, Wyoming, North Dakota, and the District of 

                                                 
5 In the WWP and AEMA cases, Defendants also will seek to transfer the challenges to the other 
sub-regions within the State of Wyoming, i.e., the Bighorn Basin, Buffalo, and Lander sub-
regions, to the District of Wyoming.   
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Columbia, respectively, each of which is already considering a challenge specific to the 

respective sub-region.  Challenges to all other sub-regions would be transferred to or retained by 

the District of Columbia, where the Otter and AEMA cases are pending and where venue is 

otherwise proper.  Severing and transferring the cases in this manner will result in a much more 

efficient resolution of the Sage-Grouse litigation and reduce the potential for inconsistent 

judgments.  It would also result in transfer of challenges to a substantial number of Plan 

Amendments to the geographic region where the plans govern.  Accordingly, Defendants 

respectfully request that the Court grant this motion. 

BACKGROUND 

I. Factual Background 

In 2010, the FWS issued a finding that listing of the Sage-Grouse under the ESA was 

“warranted, but precluded by higher priority listing actions.”  75 Fed. Reg. 13,910 (Mar. 23, 

2010).  This finding was made in light of significant declines in Sage-Grouse populations over 

the last several decades due to many factors, including the fragmentation and loss of habitat 

caused by energy development, fire, agricultural conversion, and encroachment of pinyon and 

juniper trees.  Id. at 13,942-62, 13,986.  FWS specifically found that existing regulatory 

mechanisms, including BLM and Forest Service land management plans which govern nearly 

60% of remaining Sage-Grouse habitat, were inadequate to protect the species.  Id. at 13,919, 

13,973-82.   

In light of FWS’s 2010 finding, beginning in December 2011, the Agencies launched a 

national planning process to incorporate Sage-Grouse conservation measures into the Agencies’ 

land management plans in ten western states.  See 76 Fed. Reg. 77,008 (Dec. 9, 2011).  For 

purposes of the planning process, Sage-Grouse habitat was divided into two regions with 
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differing ecological characteristics and threats to the species: (1) the Great Basin (or Western) 

Region, covering all or parts of California, Nevada, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, and Montana; and (2) 

the Rocky Mountain (or Eastern) Region, covering all or parts of Montana, North and South 

Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah.  Id. at 77,009.  The two regions were further sub-divided 

for planning and NEPA purposes into 15 sub-regions.  See Map showing Great Basin sub-

regions, Ex. 2; Map showing Rocky Mountain Sub-Regions, Ex. 3.6        

Although the planning and NEPA effort for all of the sub-regions were coordinated at the 

regional and national level, the Agencies conducted separate planning and NEPA processes for 

each of the 15 sub-regions.7  Each NEPA process was conducted separately and involved the 

participation of the applicable states, counties, and other entities in the affected geographic sub-

region.  See, e.g., BLM Great Basin ROD at 4-1 to 4-6 (summarizing the public process for the 

Plan Amendments within the Great Basin Region).  This process took nearly four years.  In 

September 2015, the Agencies completed the planning process by each issuing two records of 

decision approving the Plan Amendments for the Great Basin Region and the Rocky Mountain 

Region.  See 80 Fed. Reg. 57,332 (Sept. 23, 2015) (notice of the Forest Service’s Rocky 

                                                 
6 The maps are from BLM’s Great Basin Record of Decision (“ROD”) and Rocky Mountain 
ROD, which are available on BLM’s website at: 
http://www.blm.gov/wo/st/en/prog/more/sagegrouse.html.  The Forest Service’s corresponding 
records of decision are available at:  http://www.fs.fed.us/science-technology/fish-wildlife-
plants/sage-grouse.   
7 Although the maps depict 14 sub-regions, the Lander Field Office Resource Management Plan 
(“RMP”) for BLM’s Lander, Wyoming Field Office was completed in 2015, making a total of 15 
separate EISs that were prepared as part of the Sage-Grouse planning efforts.  See Greater Sage-
Grouse Planning Strategy Boundaries Map, Ex. 4.   
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Mountain Region ROD).8  Altogether, the Plan Amendments amended or revised 98 land use 

plans to establish increased protections for Sage-Grouse. 

In all, eight suits have been brought challenging the Agencies’ Plan Amendments.  In the 

case in Nevada, the plaintiffs challenge the Plan Amendments for the Nevada and Northeastern 

California sub-region.  See Western Exploration, LLC v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, No. 3:15-cv-491 

(D. Nev.) (filed Sept. 23, 2015).  In that case, a motion for a preliminary injunction was denied, 

see December 8, 2015 Order, Western Exploration, LLC, No. 3:15-cv-491 (D. Nev.) (ECF No. 

56), and summary judgment briefing is currently scheduled to be completed by July 26, 2016.  

See id., June 6, 2016 Order (ECF No. 80).  In the first case filed in the District of Columbia, the 

plaintiffs challenge the Plan Amendments for the Idaho and Southwestern Montana sub-region.  

See Otter v. Jewell, No. 1:15-cv-1566 (D.D.C.) (filed Sept. 25, 2015).  The plaintiffs sought a 

preliminary injunction, but that briefing was consolidated with briefing on the merits, which was 

completed on May 6, 2016.  See Defs.’ Summ. J. Reply, Otter v. Jewell, No. 1:15-cv-1566 

(D.D.C.) (ECF No. 62).  An oral argument has not yet been scheduled.   

The remaining six lawsuits challenging the Plan Amendments are pending in five 

different district courts.  Three involve challenges to the Plan Amendments for individual sub-

regions:  Wyoming Stock Growers Ass’n v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, No. 2:15-cv-181 (D. Wyo.) 

(filed Oct. 14, 2015) (focusing solely on Plan Amendments in Wyoming), Wyoming Coal. of 

Local Govs. v. U.S. Dep’t of Interior, No. 2:16-cv-41 (D. Wyo.) (filed Mar. 1, 2016) (same), and 

Herbert v. Jewell, No. 2:16-cv-101 (D. Utah) (filed Feb. 4, 2016) (focusing solely on Plan 

Amendments in Utah).  The remaining three lawsuits—the WWP, AEMA, and WEA cases filed in 

                                                 
8 See also 80 Fed. Reg. 57,333 (Sept. 23, 2015) (notice of the Forest Service’s Great Basin 
Region ROD); 80 Fed. Reg. 57,633 (Sept. 24, 2015) (notice of BLM’s Great Basin Region 
ROD); 80 Fed. Reg. 57,639 (Sept. 24, 2015) (notice of BLM’s Rocky Mountain Region ROD). 
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Idaho, the District of Columbia, and North Dakota, respectively—challenge Plan Amendments 

for multiple sub-regions in both the Great Basin and Rocky Mountain Regions.  See Ex. 1.  Each 

of these cases is at the pleading stage.  The AEMA case – the one at issue here – challenges the 

Agencies’ Plan Amendments for six sub-regions.  See Compl. at 3-4 (ECF No. 1). 

II. Legal Background 

A. Motion to Sever Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 21 

Under Rule 21, a court may “sever any claim against a party.”  Fed. R. Civ. P. 21.  Courts 

have broad discretion in determining whether to sever claims under Rule 21.  Initiative & 

Referendum Inst. v. U.S. Postal Serv., 154 F. Supp. 2d 10, 13 (D.D.C. 2001); 4-21 Moore’s 

Federal Practice Civil § 21.05 (2010) (stating that courts have “great discretion under Rule 21 to 

restructure an action to promote the efficient administration of justice”); 7 Charles Alan Wright, 

Arthur R. Miller & Mary Kay Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1689, at 515–16 (3d ed. 

2001) (“Questions of severance are addressed to the broad discretion of the district court.”).  A 

complaint that advances one or two legal theories applied to multiple, unique factual situations 

will be treated as pleading multiple claims that may be severed under Rule 21.  Davidson v. Dist. 

of Columbia, 736 F. Supp. 2d 115, 119-22 (D.D.C. 2010). 

B. Motion to Transfer Under 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a) 

A district court has broad discretion in determining whether to transfer a case from one 

forum to another.  See 28 U.S.C. § 1404(a) (“For the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the 

interest of justice, a district court may transfer any civil action to any other district or division 

where it might have been brought.”); see also Rosales v. United States, 477 F. Supp. 2d 213, 215 

(D.D.C. 2007); In re Scott, 709 F.2d 717, 720 (D.C. Cir. 1983).  The court’s discretion should be 

exercised “according to an individualized, case-by-case consideration of convenience and 
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fairness.”  Stewart Organization, Inc. v. Ricoh Corp., 487 U.S. 22, 29 (1988).  The moving party 

bears the burden of showing transfer is appropriate.  Rosales, 477 F. Supp. 2d at 215. 

Courts typically consider a variety of private and public interest factors depending on the 

circumstances of a particular case to determine whether transfer is warranted.  See Greene v. 

Nat’l Head Start Ass’n, Inc., 610 F. Supp. 2d 72, 74 (D.D.C. 2009).  Private factors include 

where the claim arose, access to sources of proof, ability to compel witness attendance, cost of 

attendance by witnesses, the convenience of the parties, and each party’s choice of forum.  Id. at 

74-75.  Public factors include docket congestion, “‘the local interest in making local decisions 

about local controversies,’” and the transferee court’s relative familiarity with governing law.  Id. 

at 75. 

Although Section 1404(a) provides only three factors – i.e., convenience of the parties, 

convenience of the witnesses, and the interest of justice – “these factors are best viewed as 

placeholders for a broader set of considerations, the contours of which turn upon the particular 

facts of each case.”  Coffey v. Van Dorn Iron Works, 796 F.2d 217, 219 n.3 (7th Cir. 1986).  

Many courts consider the interest of justice to be the most important factor in the analysis.  See 

Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. Miller & Mary Kay Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure, § 

3854 (2008) (“Indeed, a number of federal courts have considered this factor decisive – 

outweighing the other statutory factors – in ruling on a change of venue motion even though the 

convenience of the parties and witnesses pointed in a different direction.”); Coffey, 796 F.2d at 

220-21 (interest of justice may be determinative); Chrysler Capital Corp. v. Woehling, 663 F. 

Supp. 478, 483 (D. Del. 1987) (interest of justice is the most important criterion).  “Factors 

traditionally considered in an ‘interest of justice’ analysis relate to the efficient administration of 
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the court system,” including whether “related litigation should be transferred to a forum where 

consolidation is feasible.”  Coffey, 796 F.2d at 221 (citations omitted). 

ARGUMENT 

The Court should sever Plaintiff’s claims regarding the Plan Amendments for each of the 

six sub-regions and transfer those claims to the district court where challenges to individual Plan 

Amendments are currently pending.  The remaining claims would stay before this Court.  

Because separate litigants have chosen to file eight cases in six courts, Defendants respectfully 

submit that severing and transferring the cases in this manner would avoid inconsistent 

judgments, promote judicial economy, and allow as many claims as is practicable, given the 

scope of the overall litigation, to be litigated in a district court in the region affected by particular 

Plan Amendments.  Therefore, Defendants respectfully request that this relief be granted. 

I. The Court Should Sever Plaintiff’s Claims 

The Court should sever AEMA’s claims because they relate to six of the 15 separate 

planning and NEPA processes undertaken by the Agencies.  Severing these claims will allow the 

parties to litigate, and the courts to adjudicate, the cases in an efficient manner and therefore will 

promote judicial efficiency and avoid wasting substantial resources that would be required if 

claims relating to several of the 15 planning and NEPA processes were litigated in multiple 

courts. 

Rule 21 “‘authorizes the severance of any claim, even without a finding of improper 

joinder, where there are sufficient other reasons’ . . . . [such as where] they arise from different 

factual situations.”  Khanna v. State Bar of Cal., No. C-07-2587 EMC, 2007 WL 2288116, at *2 

(N.D. Cal. Aug. 7, 2007) (quoting Wyndham Assocs. v. Bintliff, 398 F.2d 614, 618 (2d Cir. 

1968)).  Rule 21 can also be used “to sever claims of parties, otherwise permissibly joined, for 
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purposes of convenience, to avoid prejudice, or to promote the expeditious resolution of the 

litigation.”  Ferger v. C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., No. C06-174RSL, 2006 WL 2091015, at 

*1 (W.D. Wash. July 25, 2006); see also M.K. v. Tenet, 216 F.R.D. 133, 138 (D.D.C. 2002) 

(noting that court should consider whether severance will reduce potential prejudice or confusion 

of the issues).  “Even when venue is proper as to all defendants, the court may sever a claim 

against a party and transfer it to a more convenient forum.”  7 Charles Alan Wright, Arthur R. 

Miller & Mary Kay Kane, Federal Practice and Procedure § 1689, at 517. 

The Court should sever AEMA’s claims relating to the Plan Amendments for each of the 

six separate sub-regions at issue in this case to further the efficient and expeditious resolution of 

this case and the overall Sage-Grouse litigation.  Each of the sub-regional Plan Amendments was 

the product of a distinct administrative process that will be considered on its own administrative 

record.  To be sure, there is some overlap between certain portions of the administrative records 

for the Plan Amendments in each sub-region, particularly for Plan Amendments within the same 

region, i.e., the Great Basin and Rocky Mountain Regions.  Nevertheless, the Plan Amendments 

for each sub-region are still specific to the public lands they govern and were created through a 

process that involved the applicable states, counties, and entities with an interest in that particular 

sub-region.  Therefore, each the Plan Amendments for each sub-regions should be considered on 

their own merit.   

Finally, the needless complexity that would accompany any effort to litigate all of 

AEMA’s claims involving the Plan Amendments for each of the different sub-regions in a single 

case warrants severance into cases of a more manageable size.  The Agencies have so far 

prepared administrative records for four sub-regions:  Nevada and Northeastern California, Idaho 

and Southwestern Montana, Wyoming, and Utah.  See Joint Case Management Report at 6, 
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Western Watersheds Project v. Schneider, No. 16-cv-83 (D. Idaho) (ECF No. 35-1).  Each record 

is extremely voluminous; for example, BLM’s record for the Nevada and Northeastern 

California sub-region contains approximately 280,865 pages.  Id.  If the claims are not severed 

and transferred, as set forth below, it will take inordinate amounts of time and effort by the 

parties and the Court to litigate Plaintiffs’ claims as to all of the challenged Plan Amendments.  

Accordingly, Defendants respectfully request that the claims be severed. 

II. The Court Should Transfer the Severed Claims to Proper Venues 

  Once the claims are severed, in the interest of avoiding conflicting court judgments and 

promoting judicial efficiency, the Court should transfer the claims to courts where the individual 

Plan Amendments are already being challenged.  First, challenges to the Plan Amendments for 

the Nevada and Northeastern California and Utah sub-regions should be transferred to district 

courts in Nevada and Utah, respectively.  Second, challenges to the Plan Amendments for other 

sub-regions in Wyoming, i.e., the Plan Amendments for the Bighorn Basin sub-regions, should 

be transferred to Wyoming based on the existence of the ongoing case in Wyoming challenging 

the Wyoming Plan Amendments.9  Finally, challenges to the remaining Plan Amendments 

should stay in the District of Columbia.10 

A. Claims Challenging Plan Amendments that Have Been Challenged 
Individually in Other Courts Should Be Transferred to Those Courts 

In the interest of avoiding conflicting judgments regarding the same Plan Amendments 

currently challenged in different courts, the Court should transfer AEMA’s challenges to Plan 

Amendments that are already subject to challenges specific to those Amendments– the Plan 
                                                 
9 There are four Sage-Grouse sub-regions in Wyoming:  Wyoming (which is the largest area), 
Bighorn Basin, Buffalo, and Lander.  See Exs. 3 and 4.  
10 A chart showing where the Plan Amendments for each sub-region have been challenged, and 
the courts to which the challenges would be transferred if Defendants’ transfer motions are 
granted, is attached as Ex. 5.  
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Amendments for the Nevada and Northeastern California and Utah sub-regions – to the district 

courts where sub-region-specific challenges are already pending.  Not only are the same Plan 

Amendments being challenged in more than one case, but the existing claims raise substantially 

overlapping legal and factual issues.11   

The three lawsuits that Defendants seek to sever and transfer contain claims that are 

already being litigated in other courts.  In the Nevada case, for example, the plaintiffs brought 

claims under FLPMA, NFMA, NEPA, and the Mining Law of 1872.  See Am. Compl. at 69-87, 

Western Exploration, LLC v. Schneider, No. 3:15-cv-491 (D. Nev.) (ECF No. 20).  Similarly, the 

WWP case, the AEMA case, and the WEA case all involve claims brought under FLPMA, 

NFMA, and NEPA, and the AEMA case also alleges violations of the Mining Law.  See Compl. 

at 94-105, Western Watersheds Project v. Schneider, No. 16-cv-83 (D. Idaho) (ECF No. 1); 

Compl. for Declaratory and Inj. Relief at 139-53 (ECF No. 1); Compl. at 37-60, Western Energy 

Alliance v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, No. 16-cv-112 (D.N.D.) (ECF No. 1).  

The WWP case is brought by environmental groups, but despite that, the claims in that 

case overlap with the claims being made in other cases by state, counties, industry groups, or 

other entities.  One of the claims in the WWP case, for example, is that the Agencies’ allegedly 

violated NEPA by failing to consider the cumulative impacts of the threats to Sage-Grouse.  See 

Compl. ¶ 274, Western Watersheds Project v. Schneider, No. 16-cv-83 (D. Idaho) (ECF No. 1).  

But complaints in other cases also claim that the Agencies failed to sufficiently analyze 

cumulative impacts under NEPA, and in one case such a claim has already been briefed.  See 

Fed. Defs.’ Mem. in Support of Mot. for Summ. J. at 58-60, Otter v. Jewell, No. 15-cv-1566 

                                                 
11 The existing venues are proper for these challenges are proper based on the residence of federal 
officials involved in the planning process, the substantial public outreach and planning that 
occurred in those regions, and the location of public lands subject to the Plan Amendments.  See 
28 U.S.C. § 1391(e).    
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(D.D.C.) (ECF No. 55-1); Compl. for Declaratory and Inj. Relief ¶ 196, Herbert v. Jewell, No. 

16-cv-101 (D. Utah) (ECF No. 2); Compl. ¶ 308, Western Energy Alliance v. U.S. Dep’t of the 

Interior, No. 15-cv-112 (D.N.D.) (ECF No. 1).  Thus, not only do the facts and records overlap 

for the cases, but many of the same legal theories are being pressed as well, leading to a risk of 

conflicting court rulings and judgments if motions to transfer are not granted.                  

 In these circumstances, the interest of justice strongly favors a single court hearing 

similar claims regarding the same Plan Amendments to avoid the risk of conflicting judgments.  

See Feller v. Brock, 802 F.2d 722, 727-28 (4th Cir. 1986) (“Prudence requires that whenever 

possible, coordinate courts should avoid issuing conflicting orders.”); see also Church of 

Scientology v. U.S. Dep’t of the Army, 611 F.2d 738, 750 (9th Cir. 1979) (recognizing the need to 

“avoid the embarrassment of conflicting judgments”).  This is because the imposition of 

conflicting orders require the subject party “to choose between coordinate courts and to 

knowingly violate an outstanding court order,” thus “forc[ing] the [subject party] to run a serious 

risk of contempt sanctions,” creating “morale and credibility problems,” and imposing a 

“hardship” on the subject party that “implicates basic principles of judicial obedience.”  Feller, 

802 F.2d at 727 (citations omitted).  This Circuit has cautioned that “[c]onsiderations of comity 

and orderly administration of justice dictate that two courts of equal authority should not hear the 

same case simultaneously.”  Wash. Metro. Area Transit Auth. v. Ragonese, 617 F.2d 828, 830 

(D.C. Cir. 1980).  Accordingly, the Court should transfer challenges to Plan Amendments to 

those courts where challenges to the same Plan Amendments are already proceeding.    

The public interest in judicial economy also weighs heavily in favor of transfer.  In an 

age of increasingly congested federal dockets, it makes little sense to have up to four district 

courts address similar claims relating to Plan Amendments for one sub-region, thus duplicating 
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efforts, when a single court could hear all claims regarding the Plan Amendments for any 

particular sub-region together.  This would allow the court to adjudicate the claims more 

efficiently, while hearing the arguments of all parties with an interest in the particular Plan 

Amendments.  As the Supreme Court has instructed, “[t]o permit a situation in which two cases 

involving precisely the same issues are simultaneously pending in different District Courts leads 

to the wastefulness of time, energy, and money that section 1404(a) was designed to prevent.”  

Cont’l Grain Co. v. Barge FBL-585, 364 U.S. 19, 26 (1960); see also Holland v. A.T. Massey 

Coal, 360 F. Supp. 2d 72, 77 (D.D.C. 2004) (“[T]he fact that there is an ongoing case dealing 

with similar issues in another jurisdiction weighs very heavily in favor of a transfer under § 

1404(a).”); Chrysler Capital Corp., 663 F. Supp. at 484 (“[T]he Court finds that the interest of 

justice will be served by transferring this case . . . so that one court can resolve the entire 

controversy.”). 

Thus, faced with these circumstances, courts in this District have routinely granted 

motions to transfer so that related cases can be adjudicated by the same court.  See, e.g., Defs. of 

Wildlife v. Jewell, 74 F. Supp. 3d 77, 86 (D.D.C. 2014) (granting motion to transfer where five 

related suits were pending in three different districts in order to avoid inconsistent rulings); Fed. 

Housing Fin. Agency v. First Tenn. Bank Nat’l Ass’n, 856 F. Supp. 2d 186, 196 (D.D.C. 2012) 

(transferring case to court where related case was pending “in order to avoid duplicative and 

potentially inconsistent rulings”); Envtl. Def. v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., Civil Action No. 06-2176 

(GK), 2007 WL 1490478, at *5 (D.D.C. May 18, 2007) (granting transfer and nothing that to 

allowing two related cases to proceed in separate courts “would lead to the wastefulness of time, 

energy, and money that § 1404(a) was designed to prevent,” as well as present a “significant risk 

[of] inconsistent orders [and] inconsistent obligations”); Reiffin v. Microsoft Corp., 104 F. Supp. 
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2d 48, 55 (D.D.C. 2000) (granting motion to transfer and stating, “litigating this matter here 

would squander judicial resources and run the risk of inconsistent judgments on the validity and 

infringement of Mr. Reiffin’s 603 and 604 patents.”).  

Finally, as discussed further below, the public interest in having the issues raised by these 

claims decided in the geographic region most directly impacted by the court’s decision also 

favors transferring these claims to the “home” forum.  See, e.g., Trout Unlimited v. U.S. Dep’t of 

Agric., 944 F. Supp. 13, 19-20 (D.D.C. 1996).   

Accordingly, Defendants respectfully request that AEMA’s claims regarding the Plan 

Amendments for the Nevada and Northeastern California and Utah sub-regions be transferred to 

district courts in Nevada and Utah, respectively.    

B. Claims Challenging the Bighorn Basin Plan Amendments in Wyoming 
Should Be Transferred to Wyoming 

AEMA’s challenges to the Plan Amendments for the Bighorn Basin sub-region—i.e., the 

Cody Field Office RMP and Worland Field Office RMP, which govern public lands in 

Wyoming—should be transferred to Wyoming.  Although those Plan Amendments are not 

challenged in the cases currently in Wyoming (the Wyoming Stockgrowers Association and 

Wyoming Coalition of Local Governments cases), the existence of two Sage-Grouse cases in 

Wyoming and the interest in having issues decided in the geographic region most directly 

impacted by the court’s decision favor transfer to Wyoming.   

Generally, in a record review case brought under the APA, such as this one, aside from 

the interest in avoiding duplicative courts proceedings (discussed above), most of the private and 

public interest factors courts typically consider when deciding a motion to transfer venue are 

irrelevant.  Trout Unlimited, 944 F. Supp. at 18.  Thus, motions to transfer in such cases, 

particularly environmental cases, are generally decided by weighing a plaintiff’s choice of forum 
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against the competing interest in having localized controversies decided at home. See, e.g., Piper 

Aircraft v. Reyno, 454 U.S. 235, 241 n. 6, 1 (1981); Trout Unlimited, 944 F. Supp. at 19-20 

(finding that cases involving natural resource claims should be transferred to the forum where the 

alleged environmental impacts will occur because these are “matters that are of great importance 

in [their State of origin]” that “should be resolved in the forum where the people ‘whose rights 

and interests are in fact most vitally affected by the suit.’”) (quoting Adams v. Bell, 711 F.2d 161, 

167 n.34 (D.C. Cir. 1983)).   

Here, given the ongoing court cases in Wyoming and the interest in having issues directly 

affecting Wyoming decided there, the Court should transfer all of the claims involving Plan 

Amendments governing lands in Wyoming to the district court in Wyoming.  See Pres. Soc’y of 

Charleston v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 893 F. Supp. 2d 49, 57 (D.D.C. 2012) (transferring 

case based on the local interest in having local issues decided at home); New Hope Power Co. v. 

U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 724 F. Supp. 2d 90, 95-96 (D.D.C. 2010) (transferring case to the 

geographic region where the project at issue was located); Airport Working Grp. of Orange 

County, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of the Interior, 226 F. Supp. 2d 227, 230 (D.D.C. 2002) (transferring 

case where the public lands subject to the lawsuit were in California).  Thus, the local interest 

weighs in favor of transferring claims involving the Plan Amendments in the Bighorn Basin sub-

region to the district court in Wyoming.       

Further, Defendants will also seek to transfer the claims in the WWP case challenging the 

Plan Amendments for the Bighorn Basin sub-region, as well as other sub-regions in Wyoming, 

so that the claims can be briefed in the same court as AEMA’s claims.  See Compl. ¶ 116(f) 

Western Watersheds Project v. Schneider, No. 16-cv-83 (D. Idaho) (ECF No. 1) (listing the 

Bighorn Basin as one of the sub-regions challenged in the case).  Judicial economy will be 
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served by having WWP’s and AEMA’s challenges to the Plan Amendments in the Bighorn Basin 

heard by one court.   

C. The Remaining Challenges to Plan Amendments Should Stay in this Court 
 

AEMA’s remaining challenges to Plan Amendments are not currently subject to any 

challenges by the states, counties or local entities within the relevant sub-region, and should 

therefore remain with this Court.  In challenges to government action, an appropriate venue may 

be where the defendants reside, where a “substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to 

the claim occurred or a substantial part of the property that is the subject of the action is 

situated,” or where “the plaintiff resides if no real property is involved in the action.”  28 U.S.C. 

§ 1391(e).  Here, several of the government officials involved in the Plan Amendments, 

including the BLM Director and the Assistant Secretary of the Interior for Land and Minerals, 

reside in the District of Columbia for venue purposes and a substantial portion of the events 

involved in the Agencies’ nationwide Sage-Grouse planning process occurred in Washington, 

D.C.  See, e.g., Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. v. FTC, 580 F.2d 264, 266 n.3 (7th Cir. 1978) (a 

federal official’s residence for venue purposes is the location where he or she performs official 

duties); BLM Great Basin ROD at 6-1 (signature of BLM Director Neil Kornze approving Plan 

Amendments).  Accordingly, the District of Columbia is an appropriate venue for these claims 

and they should remain with this Court. 

CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated above, the Court should sever and transfer AEMA’s claims to the 

Districts of Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming, as explained in more detail above, as shown in Exhibit 

5 to this motion, and as set forth in the attached proposed order.  Severing and transferring the 

case in this way, along with Defendants’ two other motions seeking severance and transfer in the 
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WWP and WEA cases, will allow the Sage-Grouse litigation to be litigated in an efficient manner 

and avoid conflicting rulings and judgments by the district courts.   

 Respectfully submitted this 30th day of June, 2016, 

  
JOHN C. CRUDEN 
Assistant Attorney General 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 

 
/s/ Joanna K. Brinkman                       
JOANNA K. BRINKMAN 
(IL Bar No. 6299174) 
Trial Attorney 
U.S. Department of Justice 
Environment and Natural Resources Division 
Natural Resources Section 
Ben Franklin Station, P.O. Box 7611 
Washington, DC 20044-7611 
(202) 305-0476 (tel) 
(202) 305-0506 (fax) 
joanna.brinkman@usdoj.gov 
 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 30th day of June, 2016, I filed the foregoing 

electronically through the CM/ECF system, which caused all parties or counsel of record to be 

served by electronic means, as more fully reflected on the Notice of Electronic Filing. 

/s/ Joanna K. Brinkman                       
JOANNA K. BRINKMAN 
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